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 To maintain their community of friends and family informed and to help raise recognition about
CDH, they started a Facebook web page and submitted daily improvements on Harper's
struggle. For weeks after-and through multiple surgeries-machines would be her constant
companions, breathing for her, circulating her bloodstream, and removing poisons from her
body. These articles are compiled right here, in Harper, a tribute to a tiny fighter and to all of the
kids like her, both in our midst and in our hearts and remembrances.Harper Anne Stanfield
arrived to the globe on August 20, 2012, a beautiful newborn with brown eyes, a strong will, and
a life-threatening condition referred to as a Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia (CDH)-a hole in
her diaphragm that permitted her stomach organs to migrate into her upper body cavity,
obstructing her still left lung. Her parents, William Stanfield and Erin Byers, viewed on and
waited, helpless to change their daughter's circumstances and often struggling to even hold her.
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To never be forgotten Harper touched many people's hearts for the short time that she was here.
Though I was among millions to follow her story, it seemed as though we were family.! If you
don't know the story of Harper touching therefore many lives that is essential read book. What
an amazing tribute to such a lovely little angel What an incredible tribute to such a lovely little
angel! If you know the story and sensed the closeness, you should buy this book to maintain her
memory alive.! So happy to always have her storage with me by having this publication.!! I
followed Harper's trip on Facebook since it was about the same time that my finest friend's baby
had lost her battle after simply 24 days of being born with CDH. Just what a great way to raise
awareness from what many people have never even heard of while honoring your Small TooT.
My many thanks to William Stanfield for sharing your girl with me. This book was as good as I
expected it to be. I had implemented the story of the child using the pc. For a moment in time,
you are there with them- apart of the family. Harper is a beautiful angel. Thanks to William and
Erin for sharing with most of us. beautiful This book is beautifully written. Heartfelt thoughts,
and stories. This child's father is to complimented on what well be was able to honor his
daughter.! Harper We too followed this baby from day time 1 and I can truly say this reserve is
outstanding.! Many thanks William and Erin for posting this with us! Support the cause and
family, by by no means forgetting beautiful Harper Harper I've followed this baby from the day
she was born . So when I noticed they where making a book I could not really wait . The reserve
is outstanding and incredibly center warming . I am so happy that I bought it ROOT FOR TOOT
Everybody should take time to read this reserve! After her moving her parents demonstrated
their strengths in the darkest of that time period. Being a follower of Harpers brief life here on
the planet!! Certainly a 'must read'! Sense the pleasure of the ups, and the pain is the downs.
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